Abstract-In the competitive E-commerce marketing, a customer may purchase two or more different brands in one product categories. These brands become the competitive brands to win the customer's share of the wallet. Thus it is an important issue to explore the interpurchase time of two interdependence and competitive brand. This paper proposes a bivariate model with stochastic approach to predict customer purchase behavior. These results can provide the application of E-commerce system.
INTRODUCTION
In the e-commerce marketing, customers will purchase not only one brand in a period of time but will be variety seeking or make purchase between two or more brands [1] . Because the various brand choice and convinces marketing place, customer are easy to switch between two or more brands. Thus, the interpurchase time between two brands is not dependent. There is some case effect in different ordinary of brand purchasing. The time interval of first purchasing may influence the next purchase. Therefore, the purchase behavior between these two brands of this customer may have some correlated. In this research, we propose a model to discuss the interdependence in purchase timing between the two brands with a bivariate stochastic approach.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Chintagunta and Haldar [2] investigate purchase timing behavior in two related product categories. They find that the impact of price reductions in one category on the purchase probabilities in both categories and the bivariate hazard functions to be nonmonotonic in nature. [3] proposes an interpurchase time model for associated products to describe how likely a product will be bought after its associated product is bought. In the research of Chintagunta and Haldar [2] , they base on the model of Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern family of bivariate distributions [4] to combine two independent univariate distributions into a correlated bivariate distribution. Huang [5] also uses this model to explore the relations between purchase monetary and interpurchase time of customer behavior and find it is useful to forecast bivariate variables. Thus this study adopt the model of Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern with transforming metric to develop our interpurchase time of two Interdependence Brand model.
III. THE MODEL
We assume that a customer purchase two brands, A and B in one categories and the interpurchase time of each brand can be demonstrated as following. X is the interpurcase time of first purchasing, Y is second time-interval of interpurchase. We consider X ,Y are two related random variables . In Figure 1 and Figure 4 , the customer only purchases one brand at both first and later times and its interpurchase times are respectively X a ,Y a (when purchase brand a) or X b , Y b (when purchase brand b). In Figure 2 and 3, the customer purchase two different brands at first and later times. According the ordinary of brand purchasing time, its interpurchase times are respectively X a ,Y b or X b ,Y a .
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According Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern family of bivariate distributions [4] ,
This equation is demonstrated the customer who purchase brand A with its interpurcahse time x and purchase brand B with its interpurcahse time y. Then, the customer purchase brand A with its interpurcahse time x and brand A again with its interpurcahse time y will be defined (3). Equation (4) is described the customer who purchase brand B with interpurchase time x and also purchase brand B again in y interpurchase time.
We assume that the probability of purchase behavior is demonstrated in table 1 with four scenarios: We use the propotions of each state in the total numbers of time interval to caculate the Markov chain propability as (7). We consider the interpurchase time follows exponental distribution with parameters λ a , λ b , θ a , θ b . Finally, the ) ( a y F (see equation (6)) can also be obtained. This model can be used to predict customer purchase behavior and this information can provide the retails for manufacturing forecasting.
